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Abstract
This paper gives insight into the language propaedeutics when educational activity focuses on
presenting economic processes through graphic modeling. The contents of this paper were motivated
largely by the experience and outcomes of instruction in modeling economic processes intended for
international as well as Russian students at the faculties where all the instruction is carried out in English.
The article relates the need for propaedeutics to several reasons, the main of which are the choice of
vocabulary used, the appropriate range of grammar and lexis, as well as mastering practical skills at graphic
modeling of economic processes in a way that transcends the limits of and engages students in the actual
practice of using mathematical tools and dynamic modeling for risk analyses. Special attention is given to
dual language instruction where English and the native language or the language of the host country
combine in a certain ratio. The need for academic style in describing not only economic processes but also
wording mathematical formulae is stressed. Transcending disciplinary boundaries and exercising the crossdisciplinary approach are the key issues considered by the authors. The article also infers that close
cooperation between the instructors makes it possible to share the accumulated potential of knowledge in
several disciplines including well-planned and efficient language propaedeutics for graphic modeling of
economic processes.
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1.

Introduction
As a rule, students receive initial information on elementary functions, methods of constructing

graphs and investigating functions at a secondary school of the country of residence. No doubt, entrant
students begin their university course being already familiar with the limited range of the most frequently
used terms, such as "domain of definition", "range of values", "increase" and "decrease" of the function,
etc. in their native language. However, there is no denying the need for propaedeutics, as an introductory
course into a discipline pertaining to teaching graphic modeling of economic processes, describes core
concepts or threshold concepts which transform perception of the discipline into mastering disciplinary
contexts.

2.

Problem Statement
Propaedeutics, which offers a threshold concept, differs from ‘core concepts’. A core concept is a

‘building block’ that contributes to the understanding of the subject; but it does not necessarily lead to a
qualitatively different view of subject matter.
This kind of knowledge is to some extent ritualized, namely, diagrams, graphs and charts are
extensively used in Economics to represent complex relationships. Students as a rule learn with some
facility how to plot and represent economic relationships, they are quite capable of explaining the
diagrammatic representation of a model. However, they very often have difficulty in fathoming out the
mathematical functional complexity that lies behind it (Meyer & Land, 2003).
The specificity of language propaedeutics when it is intended for instruction in graphic modeling of
economic processes lies in the following challenges:
§ choice of vocabulary used;
§ the appropriate range of grammar and lexis;
§ the need to define when academic, professional or informal English will be appropriate.
The problem under discussion offers an encouraging opportunity to exercise a multidisciplinary
approach to working out graphic modeling of economic processes in English where several subject areas
or as Dudley-Evans (Dudley-Evans & John, 1998) called them, “knowledge domains”, are integrated in
one academic process. Moreover, in this situation the lexis (corpus) used is varied, since students
themselves vary too. Firstly, the difference of instruction for international and Russian students will be
considered. In both cases certain bilinguality is required. However, the ratio of the partner languages should
be evaluated, substantiated and justified (Stepanyan, Dubinina, & Ganina, 2017).
Secondly, knowledge domains are also different. There is and there should be difference between
teaching students to use graphic information, to create graphic information, and to apply graphic modeling
of economic processes. Risk analyses set yet another scope for diversity.
Thirdly, a margin should be drawn between language and content needs on the one hand, but on the
other hand EPP (English for Professional Purposes) must inevitably be content integrated (Stepanyan,
Dubinina, Nikolaev, Kapranova, & Pashtova, 2017).
Fourthly, the performance of communicative tasks in EAP (English for Academic Purposes) differs
from that of EPP and ESP (Curado-Fuentes & Rokowski, 2003).
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The process of learning is inseparable from lexical intake. Its scope implies a language analysis of
the didactic units and educational materials according to the purposes and conditions provided by the
learning setting.

3.

Research Questions
Along with the optional possibility of teaching in a foreign language in a number of universities,

which took place before, the international practice of studying professional disciplines in a foreign language
is widely implemented.
Not only the number of domestic students with the opportunity and ability to receive education in a
foreign language is increasing, but also the number of foreign citizens studying in domestic universities is
growing.
On the one hand, such symbiosis provides an opportunity for broadening students' mind, assessing
the influence of culture, traditions, and views on different phenomena. It is certainly a positive aspect in
training. On the other hand, it can also create certain barriers, especially linguistic ones, in the process of
communication and learning.
There are certain challenges that language propaedeutics meets. First and foremost, it concerns the
appropriate use of vocabulary, namely, students admit the lack of discipline-specific words and word
combinations and academic lexis. Special attention should be paid to the use of collocations.
The foregoing underlines that previous approaches to teaching foreign languages are no longer
relevant.

4.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is to define a new paradigm for studying foreign languages.
Language propaedeutics should be a continuing and dynamic process. It begins with the study of a

foreign language as a philological discipline. It continues during the study of professional disciplines, where
content and language integrated learning (CLIL) methodology is applied. The process has its maximum
embodiment in the study of professional disciplines

5.

Research Methods
5.1. Literature review
The problems of propaedeutics in one or another aspect are emphasized in the works of various

authors. It is important that the problem is discussed even in the early stages of training. In particular,
Berezina (2010) considers features of the propaedeutic course on a foreign language for children of senior
preschool age.
At the same time, other authors (Lependin, 2007) mostly consider professionally oriented learning
a foreign language and ways of increasing its effectiveness.
Currently, language learning through content is still enhancing its popularity. The term CLIL was
introduced in 1994 by David Marsh in the process of coordinating research on language education in
Europe. Marsh (2002) investigated how subjects, or parts of subjects, are taught through a foreign language.
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CLIL methodology requires special techniques for conducting classes. Its characteristic feature is
constant involvement of all the students in learning subject matter through foreign languages. Nikolaev
(2017) advances a compelling argument that case analysis is one of the most effective tools for languagebased integrated learning.
Training students to use the mathematical apparatus in solving basic economic problems and
multilevel cases gives them basic propaedeutics for professional economic disciplines (Konnova, Rylov, &
Stepanyan, 2016).
The CLIL methodology requires clear basic knowledge, including terminology in a foreign
language, necessary for mastering professional disciplines. And this can be obtained only if language
propaedeutics is suitable (Kletz, 2015).
As a consequence of appropriate propaedeutics there appear an internal view of subject matter,
subject landscape, and, to crown it all, a deep understanding of the discipline (Meyer, Land & Baillie,
2010). The importance of language propaedeutics cannot be overestimated in regard to how to identify and
integrate modeling of economic processes - specific threshold concepts so that students can develop
disciplinary specific thinking (Monica Cowart, a philosopher).
Language propaedeutics in CLIL methodology is closely connected with cross-disciplinary
cooperation and team-teaching in particular. Rumsey (1999), Clifford (2014) argue that the cooperativeteaching approach strengthens introductory sense of professional community, optimizes time management,
and upsurges the quality of instruction.
5.2. The need for propaedeutics, using the example of Laffer curve, Lorentz curve and the
graphic interpretation of macroeconomic equilibrium
Graphic simulation of economic processes is a prime example of a practice oriented approach in the
teaching of economic discipline. It gives the opportunity to interpret, predict and plan economic processes.
The very concept of graphic modeling requires students to be able to orient themselves not only in
the name of a set of terms in a foreign language, but also in understanding their interpretation and the
possibility of implementation.
The graph is the result of modeling. Before its appearance a lot of work should be done. This work
should include the definition of the modeling object itself, the goals and tasks of modeling, as well as the
cause-effect relationships between the objects of modeling and the factors that determine it.
At each of the stages of modeling, students should understand the essence of phenomena, processes,
factors involved in modeling.
The authors of the paper considered the need for language propedeutics using the example of Laffer
curve and Lorentz curve, as well as the macroeconomic equilibrium model.
These graphic models of interpretation and modeling of economic processes are chosen in this case
as the first ones that students face when studying economic disciplines.
The Laffer curve reflects the interdependence between tax revenues in the budget and tax rates
(Figure 01)
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Figure 01. Laffer curve
The key idea of Laffer is that the tax rate increasing leads to an increase in tax revenues only up to
a certain point. After that, tax revenues to the budget are reduced. On the one hand, the termination of the
official economic activities of economic entities is observed. On the other hand the growth of the shadow
economy occur, as business can not afford too high reduction in profitability (Malcomson, 1986).
Naturally the Laffer curve is rather relative. In practice, in addition to tax rates, one should also
consider the type of taxation system, time ranges, the initial levels of tax rates, the availability of various
tax incentives, tricks and gimmicks of entrepreneurs, etc.
Understanding Laffer's idea requires students to have a certain basic knowledge of terms, vocabulary
and mathematical apparatus. Otherwise, the explanation of the professor will not be clear to the students.
By the time the Laffer curve is studied, students need to know the concept of tax, types of taxes
(direct, indirect, etc.), understand the meaning of the term tax burden and its components, the concept of
profitability, fiscal policy etc.
From the point of view of the mathematical apparatus, students should be able to solve equations,
construct graphs of functions, understand the features of the influence of the function argument on its
behavior, understand the behavior of parabolic functions, be able to calculate and interpret derivatives,
extremum points, etc.
One of the important aspects of the Laffer theory is the probability of the economy falling into the
tax trap, in which tax rates are set at a level that the net profit after paying all taxes becomes lower than the
average interest on the deposit.
In the conditions of the trap, capital flows into the banking sphere, the economy slows down and,
consequently, the taxable base decreases.
The conditional nature of the curve lies in the fact that all taxes must be taken into account at once
(Soldatos, 2015).
Lorentz curve is another graphic model that deserves attention. It gives the opportunity to judge the
degree of inequality in household income (Figure 02).
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Figure 02. Lorentz curve
The percentage of households is shown on the abscissa axis, and the percentage of household
incomes is on the ordinate axis. The absolutely equal income distribution is represented by the bisectrix. In
practice, it never happens (Jasso, 2018).
The area between the line denoting absolute equality (bisectrix) and the Lorentz curve indicates the
degree of income inequality. The larger this area, the greater the degree of income inequality.
The Lorenz curve is used to compare the distribution of income in different periods of time, in
different countries, regions, etc.
Macroeconomic equilibrium can be described using the graphical model (Figure 03).
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Figure 03. Macroeconomic equilibrium
Macroeconomic equilibrium occurs at the intersection of the aggregate demand (AD) and aggregate
supply (AS) curves. Aggregate demand (AD) is the total demand for goods and services that households in
a national economy plan and are able to buy during a specific time period. Aggregate supply (AS) is the
total supply of goods and services that firms in a national economy plan to sell during a specific time period.
Equilibrium need not be at the full employment level of GDP.
Aggregate supply has three stages: keynesian, classical and intermediate. (Figure 04).
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Figure 04. Three stages of aggregate supply
The Keynesian aggregate supply curve shows that the aggregate supply curve is significantly
horizontal implying that the firm will supply whatever amount of goods is demanded at a particular price
level during an economic depression (short run aggregate supply SRAS) (Nevile, 2016). Classical view of
aggregate supply (long run aggregate supply LRAS) states that aggregate supply is not determined by the
price level or aggregate demand (AD), but is determined by factors of production – land, labour, capital
and labour productivity (Birol, 2015).
Changes in aggregate supply and aggregate demand cause shifts along the supply curve and demand
curve.
The demand shock is sudden event that increase or decrease demand for goods or services
temporarily. The supply curve is the same event for supply. In these cases demand and supply curves shift

price ltvel

to the right or to the left depending on the situation (Figure 05).
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Figure 05. Demand shocks and supply schocks
All models described above are studied in the course of economic theory (in particular,
macroeconomics), and then used in the study of other disciplines in the explanation of various economic
processes.
Thus, the actual language propaedeutics is a constant dynamic process, beginning with the study of
a general language and constantly deepening while studying professional disciplines.
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6.

Findings
It’s common knowledge that at present there is hardly any academic discipline where students would

not need a foreign language, mostly English as a language of international communication, for
understanding professionally oriented educational texts and carrying out the tasks connected with their
study. In this regard, the initial activity pertaining to teaching special disciplines, or language propaedeutics,
should primarily involve language training which is largely enhanced by engaging in the subject areas.
The need for propaedeutics in regard to graphic modeling of economic processes closely relates
firstly to the choice of vocabulary used and the appropriate range of grammar and lexis, and, secondly,
helps them to master practical skills in a way that engages students in the actual practice of using
mathematical tools and dynamic modelling. Risk analyses may be considered a branch of economics where
such skills are a must and in high demand.
Furthermore, the analysed educational process is actually dual language instruction, where English
and the native language or the language of the host country combine in a certain ratio. In the situations
under discussion bilingualism is supplemented by the third language, the language of mathematics, which
is highly ritualized and international in its nature.
Thus, language propaedeutics for training in graphic modeling of economic processes must be based
on the preceding linguistic preparation to graphic simulation. Propaedeutics also comprises working out
those grammar forms and structures which are the most characteristic of these educational activities.
Yet another aspect of language propaedeutics for the study of any special discipline is crossdisciplinary cooperation (Stepanyan, Dubinina, Nikolaev, Kapranova & Pashtova, 2017). Crossdisciplinary approach allows instructors to make the learning process more intense and interactive, as
students are offered the accumulated knowledge of several disciplines. Moreover, the formation of
interdisciplinary teams of educators helps to increase students’ sense of membership (Rumsey, 1999).

7.

Conclusion
Having analysed the experience and outcomes of instruction in modeling economic processes

intended for international as well as Russian students the authors draw the following conclusion.
1. Language propedeutics should primarily involve language training starting with the choice of
vocabulary used and the appropriate range of grammar and lexis.
2. The specificity of obtaining economic education in the context of modern educational standards
suggests that language propedeutics should not be perceived solely as the study of a foreign language as a
philological discipline. It should be taken into consideration that teachers of a foreign language have to a
certain extent limited knowledge in matters of mathematical apparatus, as well as the intricacies of
economic processes and phenomena.
3. The study of specific specialized terms is possible only in specific disciplines, such as
mathematics, which, in turn, will serve as the basis (the next stage of language propaedeutics) for
understanding didactic units of subsequent professional disciplines.
4. A cross-disciplinary approach to language propaedeutics makes it possible to develop
understanding the essence of phenomena, processes, factors involved in modeling and find the necessary
approach and methods of solving the tasks.
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